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Case: Cadlock (TiB of Anthony Dunn) v Dunn & anr [2015] EWHC 1318 (Ch), HHJ 
Behrens, 13 May 2015; Armstrong v Onyearu & anr [2015]EWHC 1937 (Ch.), Mr J Klein 
(sitting as a deputy judge) 

Synopsis: A wife was entitled to an equity of exoneration where she had charged her 
share of the matrimonial home to secure a loan made to enable her bankrupt husband to 
re-acquire his interest in the property from his trustee (per Cadlock), and the equity was 
not necessarily displaced when the non-bankrupt spouse had enjoyed indirect benefits 
from the borrowings of the bankrupt secured over the joint property (per Armstrong). 

Topics covered:  Bankruptcy; matrimonial home; beneficial interests; 
equity of exoneration 

 

The Facts 

In Cadlock, Mr and Mrs Dunn owned their matrimonial home as joint tenants. In August 
1998, Mr D was made bankrupt and Mr Cadlock was appointed TiB. In July 2009, the TiB 
agreed to release his interest in the home (ie Mr D’s half share) for a payment of 
£150,000, which was funded by a secured loan made to Mr and Mrs D. The amount 
advanced under that loan was about £45,000 more than the payment made to the TiB.   
 
In 2011, Mr D became bankrupt for a second time, and C was once again appointed as 
TiB. In 2013, the TiB (in the second bankruptcy) applied for a declaration that he and Mrs 
D were beneficially entitled to the home in equal shares, and for an order for sale. This 
was granted and a warrant for sale issued. Mrs D then applied under s 375 IA 1986 to set 
aside the order for sale, arguing that she was entitled to an equity of exoneration. She 
succeeded and the TiB appealed.   
 
In Armstrong, the TiB had accepted that the bankrupt’s spouse (Mrs O) had a beneficial 
interest in property registered in the bankrupt’s sole name (Mr O). The TiB’s application for 
possession and sale of the property was dismissed at first instance on a finding that Mrs 
O’s beneficial interest had been charged to secure Mr O’s business borrowings (to his 
solicitors’ practice, in which Mrs O did not work), and that she was entitled to rely on the 
equity of exoneration, even if that argument had been raised by her only late in the day. 
The TiB appealed on the basis that Mrs O had received some benefit from that borrowing, 
albeit indirectly, and that Mr & Mrs O operated their domestic affairs as a family unit, such 
that the equity did not arise in her favour. 

 
The Decision 

The TiBs’ appeals in each of Cadlock and Armstrong were rejected.    
 
Cadlock:  it was common ground between the parties that the effect of the 2009 
transaction with the TiB had been to revest the TiB’s half share in the home in Mr D (so 
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that Mr and Mrs D held as tenants in common in equal shares),  notwithstanding the 
judge’s scepticism as to the accuracy of that commonly held position (see [19] to [21]),  
and that the purchase price for that half share had been paid from the loan made jointly to 
Mr and Mrs D. It was also common ground that Mrs D’s half share was charged for the full 
amount of the loan.   The central issue was whether Mrs D was entitled to the benefit of an 
equity of exoneration.   
 
The judge referred [35] to the formulation of the equity of exoneration as considered in the 
decisions in Re Pittortou [1985] 1 All ER 285, Day v Shaw [2014] EWHC 36 (Ch) and Re 
Chawda [2014] BPIR 49.    

• The principle applies where a person charges his or her interest in jointly owned 
property, to secure the debt of the other joint owner 
   

• The equity gives the chargor not just a right to an indemnity from the debtor, but a 
proprietary right to  require that the debtor’s beneficial interest in the charged 
property bears the primary burden of the debt  
  

• The equity does however depend on the actual or presumed intention of the parties, 
and the circumstances of the particular case. 
 
 

In re Chawda,  the wife’s claim to an equity of exoneration was rejected.   The Chief 
Registrar there held that the couple operated as a single unit, pooling their respective 
earnings and profits to support the family’s lifestyle: it was “as unattractive as it is artificial 
for one of them to take the benefits [of the husband’s business profits] while at the same 
time seeking to enforce an individual right in one respect only to the disadvantage of the 
other spouse (or..his creditors)”.   
 
In Cadlock, the judge found here that the sole purpose of the loan made to Mr and Mrs D 
(at least as to the £150,000 paid to the TiB) was to enable Mr D to reacquire his share of 
the home from the TiB.  Mrs D obtained no financial benefit from the payment at all and 
the loan (again at least as to £150,000) had not been used for any joint expenditure (in 
contrast to the Chawda scenario). The judge rejected as irrelevant the TiB’s argument that 
Mrs D had, as a result of the arrangements, been able to stay living in her home and had 
not been put to the expense of moving.  Neither was there anything to suggest that Mrs D 
had intended to make a gift to Mr D.  She was therefore entitled to an equity of 
exoneration; but, as there was no evidence what the additional £45,000 of the loan had 
been used for, her right was limited to the £150,000 loaned in respect of the acquisition of 
Mr D’s half share plus interest.    
 
In Armstrong,  the TiB’s arguments that the equity of exoneration could not arise in favour 
of Mrs O either where she had benefitted indirectly from the business borrowings of Mr O 
(in the sense that they sustained the law practice which generated an income from which 
Mr O was able to service the mortgage payments) , or, like in the Chadwa situation,  the 
Os  had operated as a family unit, were both rejected by the deputy judge (at [25]), who 
relied on Pittortou in finding that the burden of Mr O’s business loan should fall on [Mr O’s] 
share of the property ([31]). 
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Comment 
 
A number of commentators expressed the view, following the Chawda decision, that the 
equity of exoneration in favour of a spouse or partner was no longer appropriate in the 
21st century, where most couples share their assets and income, and each benefit from 
the business endeavours of the other.  As the current cases demonstrate however, there 
remains room for the principle to apply, albeit perhaps in limited circumstances, and not 
where one party is seeking to “have the penny and the bun”.    
 
In particular, the Cadlock case should be treated with caution, given that it proceeded on 
the unchallenged basis that the effect of the transaction in the first bankruptcy had been to 
vest the property in Mr & Mrs D in undivided half shares rather than (as suggested by the 
judge), in the ratio of 75:25 in favour of Mrs D. It also glosses over the fact that the 
borrowing was a joint loan to both Mr and Mrs D, even if the loan was used to finance Mr 
D’s acquisition of such an undivided half share from the TiB in his first bankruptcy, 
constraining the judge to treat the (joint) loan as primarily Mr D’s liability, so that Mrs D 
“has indeed charged her beneficial interest to secure the indebtedness of Mr Dunn”  ([44 & 
[46]), or that Mrs D “is effectively in the position of a surety for [Mr D’s] debt…not only 
entitled to be indemnified by [Mr D] but she is also entitled to a proprietary right over [Mr 
D’s] share of the property” ([50]).  But if Mrs D was a joint borrower, then she was not just 
a mere surety, but a principal debtor too. The equity of exoneration is one which relieves 
sureties by giving a proprietary dimension to the surety’s right of indemnity. Cadlock 
appears to have expanded it rather than just applied it.   
 
It is understood that the TiB in Armstrong v Onyearu has been granted permission to 
appeal the deputy judge’s decision, which will enable the Chawda case to receive higher 
appellate consideration. Until then, the reports of the death of the equity of exoneration 
seem to have been exaggerated. 


